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APPENDIX

Conflagrations .
Whilst the last sheets were passing through the press the following con¬
flagrations took place, and consequently could not come in their proper
place, at the commencement of the work .
On October 28, 1865, a great conflagration broke out at Beal’s Wharf ,
Tooley Street , totally destroying the large warehouse fronting the river ,
together with its contents, consisting of tea, &c., the damage being estimated
at 250 ,000/.!
On January 1, 1866, the very day on which the Metropolitan Board of
Works became possessors of the men and plant of the late London Fire
Engine Establishment , another tremendous conflagration destroyed the
contents of the large pile of,building fronting Lower East Smithfield, be¬
longing to the St. Katherine ’s Dock Company, inflicting a loss estimated at
from 300,000/ . to 500,000/ . ! At this fire the greatest force, of steam fire
engines ever used in Europe was employed, consisting of 10 steamers of
the brigade , 2 floating engines, 3 engines belonging to parties abroad ,
brought by the makers, 1 steamer belonging to a volunteer fire brigade , 1
steamer brought by another maker , and several manuals . One engine of the
brigade had its boiler deranged , and had to be sent away ; two had their
boilers so damaged that several hours’ work was required to get them
right ; another was set leaking , and a fifth had its crank shaft broken .
On March 16, 1866, a tremendous conflagration occurred in the hemp
warehouses of Messrs. Watson and Metcalfe, Burr Street , Lower East
Smithfield, which were filled with jute and situated within a small dis¬
tance of the great conflagration of January 1. Six of these warehouses
were ‘ all but ’ destroyed . Loss upwards of 50,0001.
The same evening the floorcloth factory of Messrs. Rolls and Sons, in
Kennington Lane (formerly Main’s, and destroyed by fire a few years ago),
was totally destroyed by another conflagration, which caused about twenty
serious damages to the surrounding property , and a loss of above 30,000/ .
The 1Insurance Record ’ of January 12, 1866, contains the following :—
‘Prom a careful examination of Reports of over twenty five thousand fires
in the United States and England , the following causes are ascertained :—
Number.

Accidents and carelessness
.
.
.
.
.
Chimneys, flues, stoves, pipes, furnaces, or other heating
apparatus defective or overheated
Arson and incendiarism, including ‘malicious mischief ’
and ‘mischief of boys ’
.
.
.
.
.
Curtains and bedding
.
h L 2

Per cent.

3,171 = 12j
3,169 = 12$

)
)
> 3,140 = 12$ nearly
J
3,182 - 12$
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Number .

Per cent .

1,609 _ 6
Candles and lamps .
1,090 =
Gaslights, leakage, explosions, &c.
719 = 3
Clothing on the person, 100 ; airing or drying , 619 .
706 = 3
Sparks from chimneys, forges, locomotives, &c. .
370 = l £ nearly
Fire lieat in manufacturing , 227 ; in ovens, 143
. 431 = l £ nearly
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Shavings .
363 = 14 nearly
Children playing with fire, gunpowder, matches
328 = u
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Matches .
. 328 =
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Pipes and cigars
321 = If
Spontaneous combustion .
247 r= 1 nearly
.
.
.
.
Camphine, fluid, and coal oil .
2
184 =
.
.
.
.
.
Fireworks, 156 ; gunpowder, 28
179 =
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Intoxication .
1
134 =
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Ashes and cinders .
i
=
96
8
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Lightning
=
66
.
Friction of machinery
55 =
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Steam boilers .
4- nearly
28 =:
X nearly
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
‘Mysterious ’ .
27 =
X nearly
.
.
.
.
Cats and rats (not including matches)
5,456 = 22
Causes not reported , unknown, &c.
Of the above, numbering 25,399, several thousand are from newspaper
and telegraph reports , where causes were mostly limited to accident , incen¬

diary , and unknown —swelling the list of unknown to undue proportions .
The author has added the per centages of each cause.
Means for subduing Fires .
The mixing of ammonia with the water used in extinguishing fires, for
the purpose of rendering the extinction of fires more easy and certain , was
described by Dr . Clanny in 1843 in the 38th volume of the ‘ Mechanic’s
Magazine.’
The machines devised by Captain Manby in 1816 , described at page 41,
and which , as before remarked , have been lately resuscitated with great
clatter , were made by Messrs. Hadley , Simpkin , and Lott , of Long Acre , and
there is yet on the premises now belonging to Messrs. Merryweather and
Sons one of these identical machines . The author is unable to ascertain
how many of these machines were constructed , but it is believed that
Captain Manby sold many hundreds of them .

History of Steam Fire Engines .
Just as the last sheet of this work was completed, the author learned that
Messrs. Day and Company, of Southampton , had constructed a steam fire
engine for land service ; and as it was impossible to insert the account in
the proper part relating to the history of these engines, it was thought
better to delay the completion of the work until particulars could be ob¬
tained , so as to bring all down to the latest moment . On application the
following particulars were sent, together with a photograph showing the
end view of the engine, which proves it to be a well considered job .
In 1865 Messrs. Day and Co. of Northam , Southampton , completed the
first of two land steamers ordered for the dockyard of a foreign Govern¬
ment . These engines have each two vertical cylinders 7" di . x 6" stroke ,
and two double acting pumps each 6^" di. x 6" stroke . The pumps are
placed below the steam cylinders , and the steam piston rods are continued
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through the cylinders to form the pump rods. Across the framing over
the steam cylinders is placed the double crank shaft, fitted with four
bearings , at each end of which a fly wheel is keyed fast, and each eccentric
for working the slide is kept close to the boss of each wheel. A feed pump
is worked by an eccentric on one end of the shaft. The piston rod of each
cylinder is connected to the crank shaft by a forked connecting rod, and the
guide for the piston rod projects between the fork. The two delivery out¬
lets are placed on the door which gives access to all the pump valves, and
the suction is placed below this door.
The boiler is placed in front of the hind axle, and the cylinders and
pumps behind it , both engines and boiler being firmly connected together
by the framing carrying the engines and pumps , and also the framing
which carries both them and the boiler , so that a very strong and work¬
manlike arrangement is the result . The engines are each on four wheels,
with locking fore carriage . The boilers are vertical , 3' in diameter x 5' 3"
high , and are of steel plate with copper tube plates, and 248 solid drawn
brass tubes 1" outside diameter x 18" long. The chimney is made large
enough to allow of a boy passing down to replace a defective tube if
required .
Trials of Steam Fire Engines.
On January 29, 186G, four steam fire engines made by Messrs. Merry weather and Sons were tried at the Grand Surrey Canal at Camberwell, in
the presence of the chairman and many members of the Metropolitan
Board of Works . Two of the engines had double cylinders , one being a
large size, similar to the ‘ Sutherland ,’ made for H .M. Royal Dockyard at
Portsmouth , the other a small size ; and the other two were each small
size single cylinder engines.
The weather was very boisterous , and the conditions of trial came nearer
to the actual circumstances of working at fires than is generally the case in
these matters . The wind interfered considerably with the draught when
the fires were first lighted , and was very prejudicial to the effect of the
vertical jets , but on the average the engines attained their working pressure
from cold water in about ten minutes .
The large engine for the dockyard , when tried at the measured distance,
threw through a 1-| " nozzle to a distance of 240 feet, lifting the water 8
feet, and through a H " nozzle to a distance of 318 feet, thoroughly wetting
a telegraph pole from top to bottom , which was 40 feet high, and at a
distance of 280 feet from the nozzle. The massive stream thrown through
a 2" nozzle was much admired ; and all the four engines worked equally
well, the whole passing olf without a hitch , and proving perfectly
successful.
The results of these trials were orders from the Metropolitan Board for one
large size double cylinder , similar to the Portsmouth engine, one medium
size do., and two small size single cylinder engines similar to that which
took the prize at Cologne, to be used in the new Fire Brigade . They have
also in course of construction a double cylinder engine for Antwerp ,
another for Havana , and some others , making a total of 10 engines in
course of construction .
Some of the engines of Messrs. Sliand, Mason, and Co. were tried on the
same day in the presence of the Board, under more favourable circumstances ,
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in the makers ’ yard , where for vertical height the jets were thrown up a
chimney shaft constructed for the purpose , but the author has been unable
to obtain any reliable information and particulars as to the result of these
trials . The Board have ordered four of the engines of this firm for the
new Fire Brigade .
Mr. William Roberts has two engines in course of construction precisely
similar to the ‘Excelsior ’ and Hong Kong engine, and two more to go on
with as soon as these are completed.
It is to be hoped, that now the long existing monopoly of supplying
steam fire engines for use at the London fires is thus broken up , an equal
amount of the patronage and support which have been so long exclusively
employed may be extended to those other makers whose successful work
has been patronised elsewhere , and that the public , now they have to pay for
it , may obtain the benefits of the various improvements constantly taking
place.
On February 3, 18GG, the engine built by Mr . William Roberts for Ilong
Kong was tried at Millwall with the view of giving a practical illustration
of the mode in which the wire guards placed in the front of the various
windows of the St. Katherine ’s Docks warehouses baffled the engines and
led in a great measure to the vast destruction of property at the late
conflagration.
The fire was laid with shavings, wood, and coal, and the fire lighted
at 2 h . 54 min . 5 sec. A pressure of 2^ lb . was obtained in 3 min . 50
sec., 5 lb. in 4 min . 8 sec., 10 lb . in 4 min. 33 sec., 15 lb. in 4 min . 59
sec., 20 lb. in 5 min . 23 sec., 25 lb. in 5 min . 40 sec., 30 lb . in 5 min .
55 sec., 40 lb . in 6 min . 32 sec., 50 lb . in G min . 41 sec., 60 lb . in G
min . 59 sec., 70 lb . in 7 min . 14 sec., 80 lb . in 7 min . 25 sec., 90 lb .
in 7 min . 35 sec., and 100 lb . in 7 min . 43 sec., when the engine was
started with a 1'' jet , and a water pressure maintained of 90 lb . to 100 lb .
per inch , and after working some time a y nozzle was tried , when the
pressure rose to 130 lb .
The branch with a 1" nozzle was then placed 20 ft. from the wire
guard and the water turned into the length of hose, when the wire
guard was knocked over ; this being replaced and more firmly secured ,
the engine was again started , when the jet was broken into spray by the
guard , and the farthest point reached was 27 ft. behind the guard , or
47 ft. in all. The branch pipe was then elevated about 2 deg., so as to
carry the water over the top of the guard , when the water was pro¬
jected to a distance of 198 ft., the angle of the branch pipe being about
30 deg.
These experiments satisfied those present that wire guards were very
bad in case of fire in- a warehouse ; for an engine, however powerful,
would have but little chance if the windows were at a considerable
height from the ground , as in the case of St. Katherine ’s Dock . Other
experiments were tried with jets of various sizes, and sometimes with two
combined , and brought to a close about four o’clock, the engine having
worked steadily on from the time of starting .
It is found, as a rule , that the smaller steam fire engines do not give
such results as the larger ones, in proportion to their weight , although
their successful working is just as easy and sure ; therefore it is not always
wise to consider the weight in preference to the delivery of an engine, but
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the circumstances or conditions the engine is required to fulfil will gene¬
rally be found a safer guide on this point .

Construction of Steam Fire Engines.
In proof of the defects of, and objections to quick running rotating
flywheel engines when working at considerable speed, and their liability
to derangement if anything goes wrong with the water or pump , the
author finds it recorded that on one occasion an engine so made twisted
off its cast steel flywheel or crank shaft, which had a diameter of 3^" !
owing to something checking the reciprocating motion whilst at work , and
permitting the rotation to continue . A moment’s reflection will show that
when a considerable amount of momentum is stored up in the flywheel,
and anything suddenly checks the reciprocating motion, it does not check
the rotation of the flywheel with equal suddenness, and it must be
expended somewhere, the general consequence being a breakdown of the
engine, or the fracture of the crank or flywheel shall. These accidents
have frequently happened to the engines of this class used in London .
The author is satisfied from frequent and careful observation , that
flywheel engines running at considerable velocity are a most unsatisfactory
description of engine, either for reliable work, economy in working and
maintenance , or facility of repair . In the plan followed by Mr. Koberts,
of reducing the speed of the pump below that of the steam piston, and
communicating the reduced speed from the pump to the flywheel, this
objection is entirely removed, as there is never sufficient speed of rotation
to store up enough momentum in the flywheel to do any damage, its only
use being to carry round the shaft on which the eccentric is keyed which
works the steam slide admitting the steam above and below the piston.
The introduction of the feed water into a casing surrounding the funnel
or chimney of a vertical boiler , inside the boiler, from whence it ran over
into the body of the water in the boiler , and which was patented by
Messrs. Shand and Mason in I8G2, was patented in 1842 by Mr . David
Napier , of Millwall, who employed it in his vertical water tube boilers .
The lower float on the Thames has lately been arranged so as to be
propelled by placing the branches over the stern in a similar manner to
that in which Mr. W . lloberts tried his experiments with the ‘Excelsior ,’
as described at page 1GG.

Metropolitan Fire Brigade Act.
In the ‘ Standard ’ of March 21 it is announced that the Metropolitan
Board of Works has ‘announced its intention to apply to Parliament , at an
early stage, for power to raise sufficient funds ’ to take on the fire escapes.
There can be no doubt that at the same time permission will be sought to
obtain the increased amount needed to maintain an efficient fire brigade ,
and it will be found that to carry out the brigade and fire escapes not less
than 100,000A per annum will be required .

Proposed Salvage Corps.
It appears from the ‘Times ’ of January 17, 186G, that the scheme of
Messrs. Becker and Le Maitre for the formation of a salvage corps, which
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was submitted by them to the various insurance offices in August 18G5,
proved to be of sufficient merit to be worthy of their attention , as that
impression announced that they had decided on forming a brigade , to
consist of one superintendent , five foremen, thirty permanent men, sixty
auxiliaries to be employed when wanted , and London is to be divided into
four districts . It may be remarked that up to the time of this announce¬
ment appearing no further communication had taken place on the subject
between the insurance offices and the projectors .

l!

Volunteer Fire Brigades .

,1
II

The author learns that a volunteer brigade is in course of formation
at Hendon , near London , which is to have a ‘Paxton ’ manual engine for
twenty eight men.
The Western Fire Office is about establishing a volunteer fire brigade
of thirty two officers and men , with a steam fire engine, for the better
protection of the property which they have insured against fire.

Foreign Fire Brigades .

:!
■I

At Bombay and Calcutta there are fire brigades , the former place
having five manual engines and one steamer , which latter , however , has
not proved very satisfactory , and at the latter place there are many fire
escapes of the London pattern .
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